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Welcome

Knowledge provider name  
NRC Ballymena Campus

Contact name  
Clare O’Neill

Telephone number  
028 2563 6264

Email  
clare.oneill@nrc.ac.uk

On behalf of Northern Regional College I am delighted to welcome you to this edition of the 
Connected Newsletter and to share with you our experience of the Connected project. Over the 
lifetime of Connected, NRC has actively engaged and supported over 65 companies at both a 
local and international level. 

As you will read in this newsletter, these projects have supported knowledge exchange in companies 
such as AVX, Armstrong Medical, Chieftain Trailers, Thompsons Aero, and Hutchinson Engineering 
as well as encouraging innovation in the community and voluntary sector through our work in 
counselling and sport. The relationships we have developed though Connected have only happened 
through close collaboration, partnerships, and an understanding between the businesses, the college 
and our university partners. 

Our work through Connected has helped us as a college generate income and contribute to the 
economic development of our local areas. One such example is NRC’s very successful Digital Marketing 
Seminars for SMEs. The seminars provide an overview to digital marketing planning, the channels 
available to boost a business profile and ultimately to improve customer engagement and conversion.

NRC has identified five key project areas under the programme: Health and Social Care, Engineering, 
Construction, Sport and ICT. Each project has utilised the funds to acquire and exchange knowledge, 
build links with industry and explore new emerging markets that could support research and 
development activity. 

The NRC School of Engineering was successful in their competitive fund bid and is currently taking 
the lead on a Connected Project centred on industrial robotics with Queen’s University Belfast and 
a cluster of engineering companies, which includes: Hutchinson Engineering, Leckey, Unitrunk and 
Northern Hydraulics Ltd. 

Another NRC project supported by Connected is Coachaid. This project is led by the Northern 
Regional College, in partnership with Ulster University, Coaching Ireland and support from Lucozade 
Ireland. The aim of coachaid.net is to support coaches and athletes by providing knowledge exchange 
opportunities that can help them reach their full potential as coaches and athletes. 

Many coaching courses and qualifications focus on the specific needs of the sport in terms of skills and 
at higher levels of fitness. Coachaid.net looks beyond coaching course and qualifications. It supports 
other areas that may help to develop the athlete’s potential including their nutrition, lifestyle choices, 
sports psychology, and strength and conditioning. 

Overall the Connected project has provided a fund that is pivotal in the development of building 
links with business and industry in relation to innovative research and development and knowledge 
exchange. The project has opened up opportunities for income generation activity and the 
development of longer term sustained client relationships.  NRC remain committed to knowledge 
exchange and encouraging collaboration through the Connected project enables us to create a 
dialogue between researchers, academics, business and our community at large. All such dialogue 
maximises the impact of our activities across business development and the curriculum. 

You can now follow Connected 
on twitter @ConnectedNI
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Transferring knowledge to businesses and  
the wider community through our colleges  
and universities

About the company
Belfast Met’s Connected Care initiative works with public, private and community organisations associated 
with the wider care arena. The College, in conjunction with Ulster University, has been working closely with 
the Lisburn-based care provider, Advanced Community Care. We aim to deliver more than just a service to 
our clients, Advanced Community Care is committed to promoting dignity and independence. ACC is a small 
independent care provider covering areas in both Lisburn and Belfast. The Director is Niall Smyth. 

About the case
The company are keen to develop a new Care Business Model that will take advantage of the emerging 
technologies associated with Ambient Assistive Living. 

As part of this process the company visited the Great Northern Haven, ‘Living-Lab’, managed by the 
Research Centre in Dundalk Institute of Technology.

During this visit, ACC accompanied by Paul Jeffers from the Lisburn-based technology company IOT Tech, 
and a researcher from DkIT viewed the purpose-built apartments and had a demonstration on how the 
sensors were being used. Discussion followed with the Project Manager, Rodd Bond, on the potential use 
of the sensors and also on the potential use of the data accumulated.

With regard to the knowledge transfer opportunity, Niall Smyth from ACC said:

“This has been an extremely useful and insightful opportunity, facilitated by BMet 
and DkIT. It is particularly timely for us as a business as we are currently exploring 
new innovative delivery models.”

About the knowledge provider
The knowledge provider is Belfast Metropolitan College. Belfast Met provides industry relevant education 
and training at a range of levels, delivering programmes and courses to address the skill needs of 
everyone. Working with public, private and community partners, the College has developed innovative 
offerings that will meet the future demand for skills, resulting in a talented workforce. The College is 
currently working with Ulster University through the HE/FE Collaboration fund on a Connected Care 
initiative.

The results
The company are moving forward with the development of an innovative business/delivery model. The 
knowledge sharing opportunity has progressed and refined their thoughts. The next step will be further 
collaboration with both Ulster University and Belfast Metropolitan College through a joint knowledge 
transfer partnership proposal.

From left to right – Rodd Bond DkIT, Karen McCann, BMet, Niall Smyth, ACC

CROSS-BORDER CONNECTIONS ON AMBIENT ASSISTED LIVING

Knowledge provider name  
Belfast Metropolitan College

Contact name  
Karen McCann

Telephone number  
028 9026 5069

Email  
kmccann@belfastmet.ac.uk
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SRC SUPPORTS NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT FOR LOCAL 
ICE CREAM COMPANY

Pictured are Barbara Simms from Ballydougherty Ice Cream and Brenda Kelleghan, i3 Research Lecturer in Food with some of their newly developed  
dairy free ice creams

About the Company 
Ballydougherty Ice Cream is a local artisan ice cream manufacturer established in February 
2010 by Barbara Simms. Using only the finest ingredients they manufacture a range of home-
made ice creams in a purpose built facility on Barbara’s farm near Poyntzpass that are retailed 
to local shops and restaurants.
 
About the Case 
Wanting to launch a new range of ice creams suitable for the dairy free sector as well as 
sugar-free ice creams primarily for those with diabetes, the company approached the 
Southern Regional College (SRC) for support with new product development. The company 
needed help evaluating the current market offering in these niche areas, understanding 
what ingredients could be used and access to product development expertise to help create 
innovative, high-quality products.  The challenge was to understand what ingredients should 
be used to produce a dairy free ice cream yet still maintain the creamy texture of traditional 
dairy ice cream and also how to produce a sugar free ice cream suitable for the diabetic 
market yet full of flavor. 

Having successfully secured an Innovation Voucher from Invest Northern Ireland, the 
company was able to work extensively with i3 Food Research Lecturer, Brenda Kelleghan.  
i3, is the College’s Business Support Centre that provides support to local businesses 
through a wide range of knowledge transfer and training services.  Brenda is one of 
a number of Research Lecturers and has many years of industry experience as a New 
Product Development manager.   Her expertise was used to assist the company with recipe 
formulation; ingredient sourcing, recipe costings, process trials and labelling to develop a 
new range of products for the company. 

The results 
Through their engagement with SRC, the company now has a new range of products that 
they would not have had the time or technical knowledge to compete themselves.  Having 
just completed the development work in April this year, the company is currently in the 
process of launching the product with existing and new customers and is receiving strong 
interest.

For further information on the support available through the i3 Business Support Centre 
at SRC, contact 028 3025 9664 or i3@src.ac.uk and someone will be happy to advise you.

Knowledge provider name  
i3 Business Support Centre at SRC

Telephone number  
028 3025 9664

Email  
i3@src.ac.uk
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NORTHERN REGIONAL COLLEGE 
AND THOMPSON AERO

About the company
Thompson Aero Seating (Portadown) designs and manufactures Seat 
moduals for first / Business class on a range of aircraft which embody 
innovation, technical expertise and quality. Over the last 4 years they 
have doubled in size annually to keep up with the demand for their 
innovative seat design.

About the case
The demand for getting production through the shop floor and releasing 
new products leaves very little time that can be devoted to looking 
at ways to reduce costs from the manufacturing line. Thompson had 
identified an area of product testing as being labour intensive. Each 
new design has to be tested to ensure all the moving parts will be able 
to stand up to the wear and tear of everyday use on a busy aircraft. 
However, through Connected and in collaboration with Northern 
Regional College the company has been able to identify areas of 
automation and cost reduction opportunities.  Once such example being 
that NRC are using robotics for cycle testing the aeroplane seats table 
mechanisms by extracting and stowing away the table 60,000 times. This 
is currently done manually.

About the Knowledge Provider
Northern Regional College Manufacturing Engineering Department has 
enjoyed good industrial relations with many of the local manufacturing 
companies. All of the lecturing staff within the department has come 
from an industrial background. Alan Reid, who looked after this 
Thompson’s project has had considerable experience with Robotic 
systems and has managed several projects for different companies, 
introducing them to Robotic Welding and machine tending. 
NRC has several industrial sized robots, 4 ABB pick and place, 1 IGM 
welding and the latest addition, a Universal Collaborative Robot used to 
work alongside operators on the production line without guarding.

The Results
NRC was able to offer a lecturer, the college equipment, and, in 
conjunction with the company, was able to create two individual 
programs and a tool to enable the robot to carry out the cycle testing. 
170 hours later, the robot completed the testing, simulating enough wear 
and tear that would be comparative to 10 years’ service.
Thompson’s have been very impressed with the outcomes of the testing, 
due to the controlled nature they were carried out in, and level of data 
generated, that they are now considering purchasing a robot to carry out 
further testing on a range of parts within their own factory.

Northern Regional College Engineering

Knowledge provider name  
Northern Regional College

Contact name  
Alan Reid

Telephone number  
028 2566 4249

Email  
alan.reid@nrc.ac.uk

About the company
AVX Corporation is a 71 percent owned subsidiary of Kyocera Electronics 
Corporation and manufacturer of electronic components. AVX has five 
main divisions: tantalum, ceramics, advanced materials, connectors 
and KED (Kyocera electronic devices), with factories all round the world 
including: Czech Republic, China, USA, El Salvador and Coleraine. The 
Coleraine factory mainly manufactures multi-layer ceramic capacitors 
(MLCC) for the automotive industry. This essentially works via stacking 
layers of ceramic (insulator) between nickel electrode (conductive) to 
achieve capacitance.

About the case
AVX Coleraine, works on developing new products to meet customer 
demand of high level capacitors at reduced body size. To do this 
effectively, volumetric efficiently within a chip has to be maximised.  
Within the AVX development team they have academics from a range 
of backgrounds, including chemistry, business and engineering.  
As an  understanding of the chemistry involved at molecular level 
within ceramic crystal structures began to play a more intrinsic role 
in the research and development process, it was thought that  a solid 
grounding in chemistry would be advantageous. In an effort to further 
their understanding of the product and also enable them to make better 
use of the academic collaborations they already had, two members of 
AVX’s staff were particularly keen to embark on a joint project with the 
NRC using one of their chemistry specialists (Johanne Brolly PhD) in 
order to obtain such knowledge; Gary Bones (business background) and 
Graham Dale (engineering).

About the knowledge provider
The Northern Regional College offers a range of Applied Science courses 
on three campuses: Laboratory and Industrial, Medical and Forensic. 
The college has enjoyed good industrial relations with many of the local 
science companies and universities and looks forward to expanding 
these links in the future.

Johanne Brolly has a PhD in Chemistry and has taught Chemistry on 
two of the Level 3 Applied Science courses offered in the NRC as well as 
Mathematics to Engineering students in the college. She has experience 
of relating a specific theory to a relevant, industrial application, which 
was an essential skill of this partnership. Although somewhat limited, her 
experience of applying maths to engineering applications was no doubt 
an advantage to her throughout the project. Johanne is familiar with the 
approaches required for working with mature students who have not 
been in education for a number of years and is knowledgeable in the 
approaches and activities that should be applied for effective learning. 

The results
AVX has found the tutoring a substantial benefit in helping them 
to understand the chemistry behind the processes involved in 
their production. The training has been extended to further their 
understanding, with the prospect of extending NRC services to other 
projects within the company.

Knowledge provider name  
Northern Regional College

Contact name  
Johanne Brolly

Telephone number  
07967 821066

Email  
johanne.brolly@nrc.ac.uk

NORTHERN REGIONAL COLLEGE 
AND AVX CORPORATION
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FLOSSIES FUDGE AND NORTH WEST REGIONAL COLLEGE

About the company
Flossie’s Fudge was established by 16-year-old Sophie Leslie, whose love of all things culinary led her to develop 
a range of fresh dairy fudge, which she initially sold at local markets and craft fairs. When Sophie headed off to 
university to follow her other great love – literature – her Mum, Debbie, decided to develop this hobby into a  
full time business. Flossie’s entered their fudge into Great Taste Awards and scooped a three-star rating, 
Northern Ireland’s first confectionary product to receive this accolade. Flossie’s has grown from strength 
to strength, attracting attention of credible retailers Harrods in London who wish to stock their fudge. The 
company are continuously developing more flavours and increasing sales.

About the case
Flossie’s approached Brian McDermott, the Food Technical Consultant at NWRC, seeking technical support  
with product and process improvements to include:

- standardise their core recipes;
- recipe development;
- product and process efficiency improvement; and 
- packaging solutions for their products.

Flossie’s required recipe standardisation to allow them to increase production and reduce costs. Flossie’s did  
not have the technical skills and this was hampering their progress. 

About the knowledge provider
NWRC Food Technical Consultant Brian McDermott has supported the company using weekly assigned 
Connected hours. Brian is a professional chef with 25 years’ industry experience in Food Service and 
Manufacturing, including six years as a New Product Development Chef with Blue Chip Company Kerry Foods. 
Brian is a technical consultant working at NWRC since 2010 as a part-time lecturer and on programmes including 
Employer Support Programme, Innovation Vouchers, Noribic Mentor, Food NI and Connected since 2012.
Brian has successfully supported 35 SME food businesses with expert technical support. Brian also runs his own 
business since 2008 as Brian McDermott, The No Salt Chef. He regularly demonstrates and creates programme 
content for food festivals and events. Brian is a regular on RTÉ TV and has his own weekly slot on BBC Radio.
  
The results
Following engagement, Flossie’s now have upskilled and standardised recipes across their range. This has 
enabled them to increase production and improve processes by 30%. This has freed up more time for Debbie 
to focus on sales, which have increased by 25% as a result. The company will be launching a new range of 
packaging in coming months.

The company have worked closely with NWRC to upscale their recipe using the facilities at the college, which 
is only minutes away from the client’s business. The larger production batches have enabled Flossie’s to attend 
bigger food markets and events with their increased capacity. Debbie, speaking at Derry Enterprise Week 2015, 
stated that the expert support received from NWRC Food Technical Consultant Brian McDermott through 
Connected has been a huge factor in the growth and recent success of her business.

Flossie’s Fudge Flossie’s Fudge

Knowledge provider name  
North West Regional College

Contact name  
Brian McDermott, Food 
Technical Consultant

Telephone number  
028 7127 6408

Email  
brian.mcdermott@nwrc.ac.uk
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CADSHARE AND SOUTH WEST COLLEGE

About the case
Recently an opportunity presented itself for collaboration between CADShare and 
South West College. Founded in the realm of digital creativity and developed within 
the scaffold of Connected, a partnership between the two institutions was forged. This 
collaboration drew on the inherent strengths of both organisations and allowed for the 
development of a bespoke, innovative and highly unique creative solution.

About the company
CADShare are a dynamic, modern and forward-looking company that wished to explore 
the realm of digital communication in virtual space. A concept was developed whereby 
engineers could collaboratively share and discuss design decisions harnessing virtual 
reality as a platform for communication. South West College, using its expertise in 3D 
design, computer game development and virtual worlds utilised the Unity game engine 
to develop a robust solution with potential for future expansion. Lead developer Paul 
McGovern commented: “The project aligns digital creativity with scientific practice. It’s 
a great example of hybrid problem solving.”

Chris Acheson, CEO of CADShare, outlined his thoughts on the project: 

“Our mission at CADshare is to empower distributed engineering 
teams to collaborate effectively from remote locations. We wanted to 
explore the use of virtual reality in this space, by combining modern 
gaming technology with 3D engineering CAD models. The ability 
for engineers and designers to virtually place themselves inside 
the building or facility they are designing has huge potential for 
collaboration and risk mitigation. With this project our objective was 
to investigate the technical complexities of making this possible and to 
create a prototype that we could bring to the market for feedback.”

The project presented South West College with a unique opportunity to highlight the 
creative skills of staff. The College had an opportunity to put recent investment into 
good use. In particular the project uses Oculus Rift headsets and modern game engines 
to develop a unique solution to a real world communication problem. 

Carol Viney, Deputy Head of Technology, commented: 

“South West College was delighted to collaborate with CADShare in 
this innovative project. There is increasing demand for digital creatives 
to become involved in engineering and medical projects for 3D 
environments and games. This is an excellent example of Connected 
funding enabling industry to benefit from high-level skills within the 
FE/HE Sectors.”

The results 
As a result of the collaboration a new innovative platform for effective distributed 
communication has been developed. Users can explore a 3D virtual environment in 
real time using Oculus Rift technology. While this project relates to a specific 3D space, 
the concept is potentially applicable to any 3D environment. Moreover text-based 
information relating to materials, structural design, prices etc can be applied to specific 
objects within the scene. This in turn allows for virtual walkthroughs of 3D spaces with 
information on key structures provided. 

The collaboration highlights the importance Connected plays in providing a strategic 
framework to support modern business and how interaction between organisations 
can strengthen business function within the province.

Knowledge provider name  
South West College

Contact name  
Paul McGovern

Telephone number  
0845 603 1881

Email  
Paul.McGovern@swc.ac.uk
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PPRC AND 493K INNOVATION VOUCHER

Polymer Processing Research Centre

About the company
493K has been providing solutions for the 
rotational moulding industry since 2003 and offers 
a range of ancillary products and rotomoulding-
specific consultancy services to help companies 
cut scrap rates, reduce cycle times and improve 
process optimisation to demonstrably increase 
profits.

About the case
At 493K there is a dedication to provide the best 
solutions to meet all future challenges with 
inventive and efficient products and the company 
recently used an Innovation Voucher from Invest 
NI to access the facilities and expertise in the PPRC 
to carry out trials of a new temperature monitoring 
device being developed for the rotational 
moulding industry. The work undertaken at QUB 
involved installing and running and investigating 
the outputs from three different prototypes of a 
new device on a rotational moulding machine in 
PPRC.

About the knowledge provider
Since 1996 the PPRC at Queen’s University Belfast 
has been working with industrial and academic 
partners across the world in the development 
of new processes and innovative products. 
The team of research staff carry out projects of 
varying duration and complexity from short term, 
industrially funded consultancy to longer-term 
work including EU, Innovate UK, Invest NI, and 
InterTradeIreland funded Research & Development 
and Technology Transfer projects. The Centre’s 
facilities include industrial scale moulding and 
extrusion processing equipment supported by 
analytical laboratories equipped to undertake 
studies on morphology, micro-structure, process 
control, rheology and physical properties.

The results
As a result of comparative studies carried out on 
three prototypes at PPRC, 493K speeded up the 
decision making process in reaching the optimum 
solution.

Commenting on the project, 493K Managing 
Director Dr Gareth McDowell, said: 

“It was great to have PPRC input and 
reassurance of the validity of the 
investigation. The work completed in the 
PPRC will stand us in very good stead in 
further developing the prototype to a 
working product.”

Knowledge provider name  
Polymer Processing Research Centre School of 
Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering, Queen’s 
University, Belfast

Contact name  
Dr Paul Hanna

Telephone number  
028 9097 4696

Email  
p.r.hanna@qub.ac.uk
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SOUTH EASTERN REGIONAL COLLEGE INVESTIGATE THE IMPACT 
OF RETROFIT SOLUTIONS ON ENERGY EFFICIENCY STRATEGIES

About the case
The project was to investigate the impact of retrofit solutions on 
energy efficiency strategies, looking at the energy efficiency of 
‘hard to heat homes’. Early research carried out has shown that poor 
quality and failures found in existing cavity wall insulation systems 
has a major impact on the socio-economic wellbeing of those 
affected, categorised socially as of low income and deemed to be in 
fuel poverty. Recent research indicates that there is an association 
between homes with poor insulation, visible damp or mould and 
the prevalence of asthma, respiratory and other health problems 
in inhabitants. In 2001, mould was classified as a Category 1 risk to 
health under the Health and Safety Hazards Rating System by the 
World Health Organisation. This means mould is now regarded as 
being as potentially damaging to health as asbestos.

This project was jointly commissioned by the Causeway Coast and 
Glens, Mid and East Antrim Cluster, which comprises seven Councils, 
Northern Group Systems and the Public Health Agency) and whose 
focus is on working effectively together to improve the health and 
wellbeing of their citizens, reduce inequalities and proactively 
support communities. This research project was in response to 
complaints by property occupants that their homes were ‘hard to 
heat’, cold and costly in terms of energy bills, comfort levels and with 
ongoing health issues in most cases. 

Research had shown that poor health issues were likely to be 
directly linked to cavity wall insulation failures. This project looks at 
investigative case studies of 11 homes with relevant issues across 
the Cluster. The investigations were carried out to assess cavity wall 
insulation condition and make recommendations for remedial action 
as deemed appropriate. Industry specialists, SERC and Energystore 
Ltd, were jointly commissioned to carry out initial research and report 
with further input in identifying and correcting defective cavity wall 
insulation. Any other relevant issues or guidance where agreed was 
categorised by the project group. This work would include, where 
possible, a cost audit of energy performance and a very basic health 
assessment on areas associated with damp and mould in homes.

Dependent on the research findings and as deemed appropriate, an 
agreed programme of measured insulation treatments were carried 
out to improve the thermal performance of each of the properties. 
The project began in February 2014 after a series of meetings 
between the Public Health Agency, local council staff, SERC and 
Energystore; work was completed in late November 2014.

About the knowledge provider
SERC is a top UK college and aims to be world class by 2020. It has 
been described as the ‘cutting edge’ college of the Northern Ireland 
further education sector. As part of this sector we are the delivery arm 
for government to ensure that the NI economy has the skills to grow, 
innovate and operate on a global platform. SERC has developed 
the multi-award-winning Environmental Skills Centre specialising 
in sustainable and renewable technology training and industry 
consultation. SERC enjoys strong contacts with both local universities 
and many global research centres and universities.

SERC have been involved over the last three years working with the 
insulation industry to improve the industries public perception and 
upskill in areas of energy survey and inspection methods. This has 
seen several large scale research projects completed, including a 
major tender for the Northern Ireland Housing Executive. As a result 
of the research and engagement with the public health agencies, a 
project to aid the councils was devised in January 2014.

The results
The findings of this project demonstrated its worth and supported 
the links between ‘hard to heat’ homes, associated health issues and 
direct energy costs. 

Each of the 11 homes in this report had clear issues with the living 
conditions due to defective, poor performing cavity wall insulation 
(four different insulation materials were identified). The reduction in 
energy loss through the fabric of these buildings has been dramatic 
(as reflected in the thermal images) and directly related to the 
extraction of materials from the cavities and their subsequent refill to 
BBA approved standards with approved bonded Grey Bead. Within 
the limitations of the project, the amount of wasted heat escaping 
to the environment could not be accurately measured or quantified. 
However, based on research jointly carried out by the industry and 
academia (UUJ and SERC) it can be assumed that a general minimum 
energy/cost improvement of at least 30% may have been realised 
for the 11 homes. Every home reported an immediate comfort 
improvement in terms of heat levels, reduction in sound attenuation, 
lowered thermostat settings and reductions in fuel usage. 

The negative health impact of cold housing along with the 
identifiable stresses brought on by living in fuel poverty have been 
well documented for decades by researchers, policy makers and 
medical professionals alike. Unfortunately, this issue often gets 
dismissed as ‘the acceptable norm’ because Northern Ireland’s 
housing stock is old and cold housing is so common. From this 
project SERC developed an energy efficiency training programme 
for local council energy advisors and initially trained 12 staff from 
several different council areas. The course learning included: thermal 
imaging, heating controls, survey methods, identifying issues, report 
writing templates, energy management, building fabric/envelope, 
how buildings use energy and energy conservation.

Knowledge provider name  
South Eastern Regional College

Contact name  
John Ross, SERC

Telephone number  
07825 835469

Email  
jross@serc.ac.uk

Energy efficiency strategies Energy efficiency strategies
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NORTH WEST REGIONAL COLLEGE 
AND BABA FOODS

Brian McDermott, Food Technical Consultant NWRC, with Bobby Nagra, Baba Foods

About the company
Baba’s Foods is a new start-up company producing an authentic 
range of Indian sauces that offer an easy to cook meal with an 
authentic homemade taste.

The sauces are nutritious, healthy and chilled to keep their fresh, 
homemade flavour intact, and offer an alternative to the sauces 
currently on the market with saturated fats and preserves.

The company is owned by Bobby Nagra, an Indian native whose 
family moved to Derry in the early ‘80s. The recipes originate from 
his family’s grandmother. The word Baba is commonly used as 
grandfather or a grandfatherly figure – older wiser man. The company 
launched their first sauce to the retail market in January 2015.

About the case
Baba’s Foods approached Brian Mc Dermott, the Food Technical 
Consultant at NWRC, seeking technical support to produce a sauce 
based on a family story and loose recipe. They required technical 
assistance with development of the recipe and route to market.

The company lacked the technical skills and knowledge of how to:

- develop and standardise a recipe; 
-  production and process of a recipe for the  

retail market;
-  ingredient sourcing and ingredient specifications;
- shelf-life analysis and product testing;
- taste panels; 
- costing model for products;
- product branding and positioning; and
- route to market.

Baba Foods stressed the importance of having technical support in 
their local area as key to their brief.

About the knowledge provider
NWRC Food Technical Consultant Brian Mc Dermott has supported 
the company using weekly assigned Connected Hours. Brian is a 
professional chef with 25 years’ industry experience in food service 
and manufacturing including six years as a New Product 

Development Chef with blue chip company Kerry Foods. 
Brian is a technical consultant working at NWRC since 2010 as a part 
time lecturer and on programmes to include Employer Support 
Programme, Innovation Vouchers, Noribic Mentor, Food NI and 
Connected since 2012.

Brian has successfully supported 35 SME’s food businesses with 
expert technical support. Brian also runs his own business since 2008 
as Brian Mc Dermott: The No Salt Chef. He regularly demonstrates and 
creates programme content for food festivals and events. Brian is a 
regular on RTÉ TV and has his own slot weekly on BBC Radio.

The results
Engagement with NWRC has resulted in Baba Foods developing a 
range of authentic sauces in line with their brief and launched on to 
the market within a six-month timeframe. The sauce has captured 
and showcased the true authentic values of their family recipe.

Through up skilling, the company now has a clear understanding 
of route to market model to ensure they avoid ad hoc development 
and launch of products in the future. Baba now has three sauces 
developed, produced and packaged for market. The company, 
assisted by NWRC, launched their first sauce in January 2015 with 
sales 20 percent above projections. NWRC has jointly delivered on an 
Innovation Voucher for Baba’s with CAFRE focusing on calorific value 
of the products and packaging solutions.

Knowledge provider name  
North West Regional College

Contact name  
Brian McDermott,  
Food Technical Consultant

Telephone number  
028 7127 6408

Email  
brian.mcdermott@nwrc.ac.uk
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THE NORTHERN IRELAND 
CENTRE FOR FOOD & HEALTH 
(NICHE) AT ULSTER UNIVERSITY 
PROVIDES NUTRITIONAL 
ANALYSIS FOR THE NI FOOD 
STANDARDS AGENCY

About the case
In late 2014 the Northern Ireland Food Standards Agency (FSA) were 
looking at the production of the 2015 Eatwell Calendar, a calendar 
full of a variety of delicious recipes submitted by charities and other 
organisations across Northern Ireland. They wanted to be able to 
display, along with the recipes, the nutritional analysis of each recipe in 
the form of front of pack labelling. FSA hoped that the calendar would 
inspire consumers into expanding their cooking skills while still being 
aware of the nutritional profile of the meal. To provide the nutritional 
analysis of the recipes the FSA approached the Northern Ireland Centre 
for Food & Health (NICHE) at Ulster University.
 
About the knowledge provider
Human nutrition research at Ulster University is conducted in NICHE, 
which was initially set up with EU structural funds in 1996 to provide 
greater understanding of diet-related health issues. NICHE is the largest 
research group in the Biomedical Science Research Institute (BMSRI) and 
one of the largest nutrition research groups in the UK and on the island 
of Ireland with 19 academic, four technical and 13 research staff as well 
as over 20 postgraduate research students.  
 
NICHE aims
-  To understand diet-related health issues by performing fundamental 

research in nutrition and investigating the relationship between diet 
and chronic diseases; and 

-  To investigate the role of nutrition in the promotion of better health 
and well-being in ageing.

 
NICHE provides scientific and technical support to investigate 
potential health benefits associated with food products and dietary 
supplements, and for product development and health claims. Research 
at NICHE has made significant impact worldwide and has been used to 
influence health policies at home and abroad. Nutrition research has 
formed a major part of the University’s Research Assessment Exercise 

(RAE) submission in Biomedical Sciences (BMS) since 1989. The BMS 
submission, including NICHE research, has been ranked first in the UK in 
the RAE of 1996 and 2001 and first in research power in 2008. In the most 
recent exercise (REF2014), the BMS submission remained at the forefront 
of research in this area in the UK with 100% of research environment, 
95% of research impact and 81% of research papers judged to be world 
leading or internationally excellent. More information can be found at 
www.ulster.ac.uk/niche 
 
The results 
 The Eatwell calendar, containing the nutritional analysis of the recipes, 
carried out by NICHE, is now hanging in many homes across Northern 
Ireland. 

Sharon Gilmore from FSA said: 

“For production of our Eatwell Calendar 2015 we needed 
to get recipes submitted by charities and non-profit 
food organisations nutritionally analysed to enable us 
to display front of pack labelling information. We had 
worked in partnership with Ulster University, specifically 
NICHE, before in 2012 when they assisted the nutritional 
analysis work for our Caloriewise pilot scheme. This work 
was successful therefore when this latest project arose 
we were able to approach NICHE to once again complete 
analysis for us. The work was completed in a timely and 
professional manner and we could rely on NICHE to 
provide the accurate, technical information we required. 
The calendar was completed in December 2014 and 
distributed to 60,000 consumers across Northern Ireland.”

Knowledge provider name  
Ulster University

Contact name  
Dr Mike Patterson

Telephone number  
028 7012 3582

Email  
m.patterson1@ulster.ac.uk

Pictured at the launch of the Connected Competitive funded project are 
L-R, Catherine McCoey (Connected Colleges NI) Jacquelyn Stewart (Squeeze 
Wheatgrass) Brenda Kelleghan (SRC) Dr. Lynsey Hollywood, Dr. Amy Burns 
(Ulster Business School)

Lecturer, Brenda Kelleghan alongside Dr Amy Burns and Dr Lynsey 
Hollywood from Ulster University Business School and will complete 
research into the nutritional composition of fresh wheatgrass juice to 
enhance the marketability of the product along with identifying new 
product development opportunities for incorporating wheatgrass into 
mainstream products.
 
Speaking at the launch of the project, company director Jacquelyn  
Stewart after said 

“This is an amazing opportunity for Squeeze Wheatgrass 
to work with both SRC and Ulster University to get 
comprehensive research on the nutritional composition 
of my product and to develop new products which will 
make wheatgrass a more mainstream food item. SRC’s 
mentoring and continued support is hugely appreciated 
and Squeeze Wheatgrass are truly delighted that 
our application for funding and support through the 
Connected programme has been successful. With so  
many fantastic food producers in NI, we are honoured  
that Squeeze Wheatgrass is considered as a business that 
could really strengthen its place in the local economy.”

Southern Regional College (SRC) and the Ulster University Business 
School have been successful in securing Connected competitive funding 
to carry out an innovative research project on behalf of Warrenpoint 
based agri-food company Squeeze Wheatgrass. The company produces 
fresh wheatgrass shots and has a growing customer base across Ireland 
the UK and Europe. The project will be led by SRC’s Food Research 

SRC AND UU JOIN FORCES TO 
SUPPORT LOCAL AGRI-FOOD 
BUSINESS



Colleges Northern Ireland, Hawthorn Office Park 
First Floor, 39 Stockmans Way, Belfast BT9 7ET  

T: 028 9068 4955 www.connected.ni.org


